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p m r I

x t m c a x jz m

In  m y problem involving preciee measurement of ac
celeration on the earth it is necessary to keep in mind that 
the only acceleration we can measure directly is the accelera
tion relative to the earth* thus* in applying Newton*# seconi 
law of motion exactly to bodies moving with respect to the 
earth# we must determln# not only the acceleration relative 
to the earth but also the acceleration produced by the rota
tion of the earth and add these vectorally to the relative 
acceleration*

This paper will show that the true acceleration# that 
is the acceleration relative to a fixed inertial system, is 
composed of a nwAer of accelerations as measured in a moving 
system* These are lAe acceleration of the origin of any 
moving set of axes# the acceleration due to the angular motion 
of the moving axes# the acceleration relative to the moving 
axes# and an acceleration due to the cha:wge in the magnitude 
and direction of the velocity of a point relative to the 
moving axes because of the rotation of these axes* This last 
mentioned acceleration is known a# complimentary acceleration, 
compound centripital acceleration, central acceleration# or 
the acceleration of Coriolls# so named to honor its discoverer#
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Gaspard CorioXia»
Thi» paper ia primarily concerned with giving a 

modern treatment of the acceleration of Coriolls* Modern 
l^ysice owes a great debt to Corloiis for his important formu
lation of Newton* s second law of motion Wien applied to pre
cise measurements of accelerations here on earth.

The following is a short biography of this man, taken 
from Larousse* s Craod Pictionpairg. Uûtezigls

Coriolii (Gaspard*Oustave de), distinguished mathematician, born in Paris in 1792, died in 1843. In 1600 he entered the Polytechnic School, from vAich he went on to the Civil Engineering School, but soon gave up an engineering career to become an instructor in mathematical analysis and mechanics In the Polytechnic School, where in 1630 he succeeded Dulong in the important position of Director of Studies. Two years previously he had been made a member of the Academy of Sciences. His principal works are* Th# Calcula* t i f i a  O f  M e c h A Q l c A l  A c l i a a  ( g a l c u l  d m  l..!£fi.<af d m m  Machinem» Paris, 1829, quarto), reprinted under 
the title of Iigatijsm am ihm Mgmhanimm of £olM £fidim&f etc, (limits m  Xa Memmdaum ûsa Gfixmm Sûliâsm# etc., 1844)* and gmthcmatimml Ihmoxy, fif£piA ia thm Qm& mf (Thmaxim kimthm-mmtlwm Æimm^fffelm dm i m  M B X i ls x â , 183b, octavo).He also published numerous articles in the D; 
mxz mf Indumtiy (Dimtiaaaairm. dm LUaduatrim.
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p m r IX

ANAI:YTIC^ TREAXMBÎJT OF V U  M X E t m M im

OF C m iC L lS

to begin the study of the ecceXeretion of Cor lolls 
enelytioslly, let us set %# two sets of coordinate axes, one 
of oxya coordinates comprising a fixed inertial system to be 
chosen so that at the particular Instant under consideration 
these axes are parallel to the moving axes; and the other 
OXVZ, a moving eat of rigid coordinate axes* let us turn 
our attention to the behavior of a point P that is in motion 
with respect to the XV2 systm» the moving coordinate axes.
In this discussion both the xyr a M  XYZ systems shall be 
right handed system*. To clarify the rèlationshlp* between 
these two sets or coordinates, the following table may be 
used;

X Y 2

X #1 *2 *3
y ‘>i ‘>2 ‘>3
* ®X ®2 *3

In thi* table aĵ is the direction cosine of the angle 
between % and X axe*. « 2 the direction cosine of the 
angle between the x and Y axe*, ag i* the direction cosine 
bf the angle between the x and Z axes, bĵ  is the cosln# of
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/V

y

POSITION OF THE TWO COORDINATE SYSTEMS AT THE INSTANTUNDER CONSIDERATION
th« angle between y and X axes, bg 1$ the direction cosine of
the angle between y and Y axes» b^ le the direction cosine of
the angle between y end Z axes# is the direction cosine
of the angle between a and X axes, Cg is the direction cosine
of the angle between z and Y axes, C3 is the direction cosine
of the angle between z and Z axes.

From this table the following equations may be set up:
X » xo aiX agY a^Z
y " yq bĵ x b^Y bgZ and * « zq c%X C2Y C3Z

In these equations xqyq and zq represent the position
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Of "O* thô origin of the moving ordinates with respect to the 
fixed system. Now let us differentiate these equations with 
respect to time. In these equations derivative of % with 
respect to time shall he denoted by

 ̂ # * * * * m #X, etc, X # nf- aĵ X -h a ^  -f- a^Z a^X -f- a^Z
ÿ « Yq bĵ X +  b^Y ^b^Z -e b^X ^  b^Z

Differentiating again with respect to time we get the x« y, 
and X components of the acceleration of P, These coc^>onents 
are seen to bet
X s x o ^  aiX-t-asY ̂ -03% -H 2axX -h Zâ^Ÿ +-iiX ^^a^Y^asZ (

Similar equations follow for y and z. The terms a^X, 
é^Y and a^Z, represent the linear acceleration of •P,“ rela
tive to the moving axes. The terms a%X, agY and 83%, etc., ace 
the terms giving the angular acceleration of due to the 
angular acceleration of the moving axes* The terms Za^X, 2a^, 
Za^Z, 2bĵ X, 2bgZ, Sc^X, ZCgY, 2c-2 comprise the accelera
tion of Coriolis, also known as compound centripital or 
central acceleration* To arrive at an understanding of this 
acceleration most easily, let us choose the Z axis as the 
axis of rotation for the moving set of coordinates and let us 
choose the Y axis so that YZ plane is parallel to the plane 
of the instantaneous velocity of "P* and as indicated pre
viously, our fixed axes at this particular instant are paral
lel to the moving set of axes. We may choose our axes in 
this manner without destroying the generality of this dis
cussion since the laws of physics hold in any coordinate
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system* Itow observe that â  ̂equals minus the sins of the 
angle between % and X times the derivative with respect to 
time of the angle between x and X. a^ minus the sinG.
of the angle between x and Y times the derivative with respect 
to time of the angle between % and V while equals minus the 
sineof the angle between x and Z times the derivative with 
respect to time of the angle between x and Z« Similar equa«" 
tions hhld for bj bg* b^ and cx* eg and £3 * Now# observe that 
with the above choice of axes the only term in our Coriolis 
acceleration that is not equal to zero is the âgY term. There
will be no change in the angles between the z and Z axes so
that CxX# CgY and C3Z are equal to zero# and and b^ are 
equal to zero. Since the sin&of the angle between % and X 
will eq^al zero and the sin&of the angle between y and Y equal 
zero# #x and bg equal zero. Further, since there is no 
velocity of our point in the X direction bx% equals zero. Be
cause the angle between % and Y is 90^ the sineof this angle 
will be unity# thus our acceleration of Coriolis reduces to a 
minus 2 omega times Ÿ# where ̂  is the angular velocity of the 
moving set of axes also the derivative with respect to time 
of the angle between Y and x. Now if ©  is the angle between
a line parallel to the Z axes in the plane of the velocity of
F# and the direction of v# then the change in Y with respect
to time of P will be v sin ̂  # since y sin O  will equal the
projection of v on the XY plane, and since we have chosen the
Y axis parallel to this projection v sin© will equal Y»
hence our Coriolis acceleration equals 2 (ùv sin O  where as
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# 7 #

noted, 0  the angle between the direttion of the axla of 
rotation and the direction of velocity of P.

Bocauce of the orientation of axes, the only com* 
ponent of COrlolia acceleration remaining la the % ccxi^ondnt* 
Solving «(Ration (L) for an acceleration relative to the %YZ 
axe«, thia acceleration being equal to #],X, we find that 
aquala x * * a ^  * a^ 2  * 2 wv ain e. Conaequently. alnce
inetantaneoualy x and X are in the cam© direction, our Cori- 
olia acceleration will lie in the X direction, provided that 
w  i$ poeitive, w  will be poaitive if the moving area are 
rotating in a counterclockwiae direction, eince the angle 
«dioee cosine is a^ he increasing. If the axes rotate 
clockwise w  will be negative and our Coriolis acceleration 
as observed from the moving axes will lie in the negative X 
direction.

To gain a clearer understanding of the terms âĵ X, 
etc., note that

âĵ  «-W sin (1 ) shore 1 is th® angle between x and X
»2 sin (m) aihere m is the angle between » and Y

and
a^ K cos (1 ) -cûsln (I)
©2 cos (m) * wsin (m)
§3 c O

due to our choice of axes cos (1 ) o X
sin (1 ) s 0 
cos im) a 0  
sin (m) z 1
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% « - w^x * - 2 &in e 4 #^x + +)^
or #e coa rewrite thle equetlon

X # " w^X uaY » 2o»v elnO 4̂ "*
efcere OgY •*• e^Z e W  le the linear acceleration of
P with respect to the moving origin.

repxeeente the x conqoonent of acceleration of p 
due to the angular acceleration of the moving system.

Thus we sea that the true acceleration of p Is com** 
posed of five accelerations. SlmllarlY y and a have these 
coK^nents.

VECTOR mEATKEflT OF THE ACCELERATIOfI OF œaious*

As before# let » set of rectangular axes X^Y^Z^ with 
origin 0^ be fixed In an Inertial system. A second set of 
axes X Y Z with origin at O are free to move in the Inertial 
system. Defining the unit vectors l^, j^# and and the un& 
vectors 1# 1, and % In the usual manner, the position of a 
point# F, free to move with respect to either set of axes, 
will be given by the equation

xo « f + r  (i)
tOiorat Xo » lo*a » joY. + feo*o

Apt Yp# tp being 3thh coordinates of p&lnt, F, In the 
^Ixed coordinate system, and

*Thls treatment by vector methods follows the standard type of development as exesrqjlifled by the presentation InPage*# "Introduction to Theoretical Physics."
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4- ly 4- kz
W»er# X, y and * are the coordinates of the point» P, in the 
moving system andpthe position vector of O with respect to 

Denoting the time derivative or £q as 3c
X « <" à   ̂ i  (2)

wheret i » ix + jÿ 4- k%  ̂ ix 4 j.y + (3)
let us say that the first three terms of equation (3) repre
sent the apparent velocity, St of P relative to the moving 
axes. The remaining three terms of equation (3) represent
the angular velocity of P duo to the rotation of the %YZ 
axes, or equation (3) may bo written

i a it + ix + iy 4 iz (3*)
differentiating X with respect to time we get

i * Ü  ^ iy i* + JLx 4- iV + kz (4a)
differentiating the remaining three terms of (3*) with 
respect to time we get

d (ix 4 iy + iz) a ix 4 ïy ’i z  + ix i i  (4b)
ot ,, «. » « ••we note that in £ there are two sets of terms Ix, j.y» and kz«

We can say that the first set of these terms arises from the
change in direction of % with respect to the moving axes,
while the second set is due to the change in magnitude of the
velocity due to the rotation of the moving axes.

Thus we see that
tq « ^  4 ix 4 iy 4 Jw + 2(ix + iy 4 ii) 4 ix f ly 4 £% (4 )

Since 1» 1, and k are defined as unit vectors, they
can only change in direction and hence the time derivative of
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-xo-*
each laust be perpendicular to the vector iteelf.

Or £ « c jl - 9Jfc
1  #  a k  ""

k 5 #i - dJL (5)
however:

1 * 1  % k 
Jl » k X 1
k  & 1  % 1  

and it follow# that:
£ « £ % k 4 ^ 1 m k  * * #J. « k X X  -4-k % 1
k « Î » 1 X * i (&)

Combining ec^ation# (5) md equation# (6) we find that
c «k f, h » c and a # d.

It then follow# that:
#
X * cX - bk 
X e ak cX
£ s bX - aX (7)

To examine the phyeical aignificance of the coefficient«• a, 
b , c« conaider the coefficient a Wilch appears as the z 

component of X* It represent# the projection of X on Xhh YZ 
plane. Therefore adt la the projection on this plane of the 
vector increment in X #!ich has been produced by a rotation 
of the axes in a time dt#

Let Jxi he the projection of X  on the YZ plane at 
the end of a time dt. Then tangent d# • adt # adt • d A
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ei& « r

•XI»
Further* <2̂  ie the #agX* about 
the X axis through which the Y and 
Z axes have turned in a time dt.
Therefore# a i$ the angular veloo»
Ity of the moving ay&tem about
the X axle. _ ,a  i Y

Similarly* b and c are the enggular velocltlea of the
system respectively about the Y and Z axes.

Defining the vector ̂  as the angular velocity of the 
system; ^  » h> ^  *<%c. (8 )

Returning to etyiation (4) and considering those terms 
having the confident t w  v/e find that these terms*

2 (ix f-jy -h k z ) , become 
2% (cJL - gX) -h 2y (ak • cl) ̂  2i (tl • ai) or upon substi

tution of aerations (8 )
2x ( % 1  • <^k) -#-2y C^E - H D  -f- 2 * “ HJ) iipon

collecting we get
2 |i (H* ’•^iy)-+* 1  k (Hy • (9)

Mow from equations (3) and (3*) we see that the linear 
velocity Y relative to the moving axes is given by

V = ix +  iÿ 4  k i  

and letting the vector 4 ! * i H  • i4^ • isH we observe that 
expresiion (9) is twice vector product ofHxZ or SkklC 

As a final equation we have: " ^
&Q syé* i i x  t- *iy 4- *kz) 4 .2 (ix 4-iy 4  ir)4 (Ix 4-jy 4  ka) 

consider the quantity (ix*4 iy*'4ii.f ), this is the linear ac
celeration of the point, P, relative to the moving axes»
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• •  • • *

A» h«8 been ehcmn before# the quantity 2 \ 1% t
may be arWuced ta the vector product 2 {!s>x k) twhich 1 « the
Coriollft acceleration

*̂ #

The quantity JL la sickly the acceleration of the 
moving origin «dth reepect to the fixed origin*

Consider the relationship 0 »  ^ jy
1 « cl 4- ci - b-fe • b£
i = âk i" ak - cl - ci
l - b l  + b i - i l - a i

This relationship becomes
Cix t iy t is) # iCba - cy) e- l(cx - at) +- k(iy—  bx)f
i(b« - cy) s- i(cx - az) + i(ay - bx)

• • •the last three terms, those involving 1 , j, and k, may be set
equal to
(cl *bk) (bz - cy) +- Cak - cl) (cx - az) < b l  - al) (ay - bx)
collecting these terms on 1 , 1  and k we get
lfb(ay - bx) - c(c* - az)î llcÇb* - cy) - a(ay - bz)j

+ k[a(cx - az ) - b (ba - cy)]
Now expanding w  x (&&)% rJ we get

Ç m X  (bz - cy) + l(cx - az) 4-kCay - bx) and 
r » i^b(ay - bx) - c(cx - az)J 4. j[c(bz - cy)

- a(ay - bx^ 4- k[t(cx - az) - (bz - cyj)
* a aThese three terms, tdiose involving 1, 1 and k, in

the expansion of(lxeiy t-^Jaro the expansion of %  x W  x r*
tot us now expand the vector product W  % ̂  

i  • la + lb + kc + ia 4> ih + £c
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• # • 

Comparing the last three terms of 61# those involving JL* J.
and jc. with the expansion of r which may be reduced to

i% 4" iy 4- kz
by analogy the three terms will be the expansion of W. x 62 
which is identically aero.
/. jk . • k i y-ko and x r s k(bz * cy)-̂  JL(cx • a%)+

k(iy - bx)
This expansion of x £ is the same as the three terms in 
the expansion of X, xtlyf^kz which involve X» X and k#

we can conclude that (i% jy 4- kz) « x £  -4- J é x Cô^x x) 
NOW) 6! X (6ix x) is the quantity defined as centripetal ac
celeration* 62 X £ is defined as the acceleration of a point 
in the moving coordinate system due to the angular accelera
tion of the moving axes.

We may now write £,• £ +  &lx (6k x)+ 2(fîk x)-f-l
where X * linear acceleration of P  relative to the moving 
origin. Now X is the observed acceleration. Its relation
ship to the true acceleration in an inertial system is

X « Xo"/ÉL - iàx X • üix(£«6c x) - 2(6/ % x).
It is apparent that in any problem in mechanics in which the 
quantity 2(6lx x) must be applied and in which X is measured, 
the quantity will have a negative sign. Thus the accelera
tion will have a direction opposite to the vector 2(éix x)«

EXAMPLE OF A PROBLEM IN CORIOLIS ACCELERATION 
Part It Solution by elementary means

Let us suppose that a projectile is fired from a
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position of 60® N latitude* Its overage velocity» v, par- 
olltX to the earth*ft surface Is BOX 10^ f plus 1 see# The 
target la XO^ feet due south at the time of firing*

It 1ft apparent that the linear velocity» due to the 
rotation of the earth* of a point 10^ feet south of a point 
at 60® N latitude will be greater than that of the point at 
600 H latitude since the radius of the earth*s small circle 
parallel to the equatorial plane farther south will be 
greater than «ill be the radius of a similar small circle at 
60® N latitude*

The radius of the small circle at 60^ is given by 
r # x^cos 60® ahere r« «* 3.960 miles app

The radius of the southern small circle is given by 
r # r# cos (60 -K)

Rhera ^  is the angle atithe center of earth subtended by
the line connecting the firing and target points,

< ^ Z 2 S &  A 67.3 dfiffîC&ââ « 2.74 % 10̂ -03.95 % 5.28 k 10® radius
The difference in the velocity between a point at 60*̂  

and a point at (60 -<K)® «ill be
* jV^coft (60 - r̂ coft 60jf^.

It may be seen that this velocity multiplied by the time re
quired for the flight of the projectile «111 give the pro
jectile a displacement to the westward of the target given by 
the equation

A S *  [r^cos (60 -«k) - r^cos 6 ^ ^  t
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•15-
Howev«r, thl» di#pl»c*ment to the west will be only « pert of 
the error due to the effect of Coriolis acceleration# We 
will also have an acceleration due to the change In the direc
tion of the velocity of the projectile# If we form «Ü vector 
diagram giving the difference between Vg, the actual velocity 
and Vq, the original velocity of the projectile with respect 
to the earth* we note that the tangent of the angle between 
vg and v^ Is given by the equation

tan 4̂  r
R

where 4> Is the angle between v^ • v^ and R Is the range 
flO^ ft)# But R a vt inhere v • v^ • 3 x 10^ ft/sec therefore

tan 4> a ̂ v^t s d Vl 
V p t  V 0

Now from the vector difference diagram It Is seen that the 
vector difference between and Is:

(5) 4 V  « Vc,tan<J> (since <t> Is a very small angle)
Hence from equations (4) and (5) we see:

(6) 4 V  « 4V^
or the apparent change In the velocity of the projectile due 
to the change In direction of Its velocity relative to the 
earth Is equal to the difference In velocity that arises due 
to the difference In linear velocity of the earth's surface 
at the points of departure and return of the projectile to 
the earth#

The total change In velocity of the projectile rela
tive to the earth during the time of flight t is t)»erafore
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«"16"
^ ̂  The average acceleration being equal to the change 
in velocity divided by the time we then must have (or the 
Coriolis acceleration in this case

a » aAV k
t

Numerical evaluationt 
From equation 1

* L** cos (60 • «<) " r cos 6C j ^  

s [cos (60 • ,274) - cos 60 Jr W  
r (.50414 " .5) 3950 x 5280 % 7,292 % 10^ 
z 4,14 X 10*^ X 3.950 x 10^ x 5.23 x 10^ % 7,292 x 10*^

AV£ s 6,23 ft/sec 
a a 2 4Vl z 6.28 X 2 - 6.28 x 2 x 3 x 10^ s .377 ft/sec

t Io53 X 103
s a X at2 « X ,377 x (33. • 209 ft.2 2

Fart II* Evaluation of vector product 
2,62 X %

A. Direction* rotation of ^  into 
%  gives ^  X % a direction into paper which 
would correspond to an eastward direction
' " 2 X % is tb the west,

B, Magnitude
|-2 X z 2 IU)/lv I sin 6 where O s 1200

from diagram
sin 120<> m sin 60<> # .86603
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•17-
) ̂ 2 6L % x| : 2 k 7.292 % 10"% K 3 x 103 % ,866 # .379 ft/see^

a X ,379 ft/ô€ç2
3 » I ôf-2 « X ,379 X (33.3)2 = 210.5 ft.

2  2

Pax't Ills Conclusion
In the elementary approach certain approximations 

%were made* These v/exe:
1. In finding the angle
2. In treating the problem as a plane
3. Value:of

From this we conclude that our results from the two methods 
agree within reasonable exactness.
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PAF.T III
m m jm  and caKxusiais

To siKaœarlao this woxki There oro five component# 
of acceleration comprising the true acceleration of a point 
located In a moving coordinate ay stem* They are* the 
centripetal acceleration* the acceleration due to the angular 
acceleration of the moving myetem# the linear acceleration of 
the point relative to the moving axis* the acceleration of the 
moving origin* and the acceleration of Corlolla.

To restate, the acceleration of Corlolla equals in 
magnitude twice the product of the angular velocity of the 
moving aystem and thsllinear velocity of the point relative 
to the moving ay stem multiplied by the elne of the angle 
between the axle of rotation and the direction of the velocity. 
The direction of the Corlolla Acceleration la perpendicular 
to both the axle of rotation and the direction of the velocity 
of the moving point in such a manner that if we rotate the 
vector representing the axis of 
rotation towards tho vector repre
senting the velocity (see diagram) 
the acceleration will have a direc
tion opposite to the direction of 
advance of a right handed screw 
thus rotated.
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Special attention has been ^iven to the Coxiolis 

acceleration because It la not as Immediately apparent as the 
other componente of acceleration* Furthermore# it is an 
is^rtant factor In determining tho direction of winds and 
because df its relation to the problem of tho Foucault 
pemiuXum we are able to dwonstrate beyond a question that 
the earth does rotate*

For tîie reader vho wishes details on the last Items# 
a detailed discussion of the problem of the Foucault pendulum 
may bo found In fago*s Introduction ta Ifogogfi,ti.cai Fhysica, 
Article 35. A discussion of the relationship of Coriolis 
Acceleration to ether may be found in îtarphrey*« Fhyalca 
at Air* under the chapter title# * Possible Thm xy of Origin 
and Maintenance of the Extra Tropical Cyclone.*
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